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The electronic structure of graphene-graphane superlattices with armchair interfaces is investigated with
first-principles density-functional theory. By separately varying the widths, we find that the energy gap Eg is
inversely proportional to the width of the graphene strip and that the gap increases as the hydrogenated strip
becomes wider due to the enhanced confinement effect. It is further demonstrated that, unlike other graphene
nanostructures, the superlattices exhibit both direct and indirect band gaps without external perturbations. This
peculiarity in the nature of Eg originates from the different connection structures of the symmetrized wave
function at the boundary between adjacent unit cells due to the reflection symmetry of the superlattices. These
findings suggest that the optical as well as electronic properties of graphene superlattices can be controlled
through selective chemical functionalization.
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Carbon-based systems exhibit a rich variety of structures
with equally intriguing physical properties in different dimensionality, which arises largely from the remarkable bonding
flexibility of carbon atoms. Zero-dimensional fullerenes,
one-dimensional (1-D) nanotubes, two-dimensional (2-D)
graphene, and three-dimensional graphite are archetypical
examples to name a few. Among these, graphene plays a
special role because it serves as “the basis for understanding
electronic properties in other allotropes”1,2 and shows fascinating physical properties such as chiral integer Hall effect,3,4
Klein tunneling,5 and the absence of weak localization.6 The
origin of these exotic behaviors in graphene lies in the fact that
the low-lying excitations around the Fermi point are described
by massless, chiral Dirac fermions with a linear dispersion at
the Fermi velocity vF instead of the speed of light.2
Apart from its interesting fundamental physics, graphene
has also been considered as a promising candidate for future
electronics applications due to its high Fermi velocity, and
numerous attempts have been made to control graphene’s
chemical and electrical properties.7–12 Along this direction,
there has been an increasing interest in graphene superlattices
(GSLs) because their electronic structure can be modified
geometrically,13,14 as in graphene nanoribbons.15–20 In particular, Kronig-Penney-like (KP) GSLs have brought about
much excitement due to exotic transport properties. Park et al.
demonstrated that the group velocity of the massless Dirac
fermions is strongly renormalized in a highly anisotropic
way because of the chiral nature of the electronic states.21
Moreover, the chirality together with the quasi-1-D energy
dispersion was predicted to make the electron wave packet
propagate without spatial spreading, supercollimation, under
a KP potential.22 It was also found that the spin polarization
of the tunneling conductance and magnetoresistance show
an oscillatory behavior with the gate voltage.23 While these
works have revealed intriguing physics and a potential for
graphene-based applications, a detailed study regarding the
geometric effect of KP GSLs on the electronic structure is
rare.
Recently, first-principles calculations demonstrated that the
electronic structure of a narrow graphene strip carved out
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of the graphane matrix shows a very similar dependence
on the interface type, as in graphene nanoribbons.24 This
indicates that the interfacial geometry between the potential
barrier and graphene strip may also have a significant impact on the electronic properties in the case of KP GSLs.
Furthermore, since it is now experimentally realizable to
form patterned hydrogenation on graphene,25 which would
be readily extended to the synthesis of the KP GSLs, it is of
interest to achieve an improved understanding of the geometric
effect on the electronic structure of the GSLs both from a
fundamental physics standpoint and for future graphene-based
applications.
In the present work, we have performed first-principles
studies on the electronic structure of KP GSLs with armchairtype interfaces (AGSLs) based on density-functional theory
(DFT). AGSLs are modeled with a repeated structure of
pure and hydrogenated graphene (i.e., graphane) strips, and
calculations are carried out by varying the widths of the pure
and hydrogenated parts separately. Our results demonstrate
that AGSLs possess finite energy gaps that increase as
the graphane region becomes wider due to the enhanced
confinement effect. Surprisingly, the band gaps exhibit both
direct and indirect character depending on the width of the
graphane strip, and we show that the origin of this peculiarity
in the band gap lies in the symmetry of AGSLs, which governs
the connection structure of the wave functions at the boundary
between neighboring unit cells.
All first-principles calculations are performed within DFT
as implemented in the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package,26
employing 450-eV plane-wave cutoff, Vanderbilt-type ultrasoft pseudopotentials,27 and the exchange-correlation energy is
treated within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
of Perdew and Wang.28 The interlayer separation is kept at
18 Å to avoid spurious interactions between the superlattice
layers, and the Brillouin-zone (BZ) integration is carried out by
employing the Gaussian smearing approach with a smearing
parameter of 0.05 eV. Due to the variation in the cell size,
different numbers of irreducible k points (Nk ) are considered:
for the smallest cell, Nk = 256 is used, whereas it gradually
decreases to 96 as the cell becomes larger.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Structure of armchair GSLs (AGSLs)
for (NH ,NC ) = (3,3). α 1 and α 2 are lattice vectors of AGSLs, and
those of pure graphene are shown as a1 and a2 , respectively, for
comparison. C and H atoms are represented in gray and white spheres,
respectively. (b) Eg (in eV) of AGSLs as a function of NC for different
NH values: NC = 3p (left), NC = 3p + 1 (middle), and (c) NC =
3p + 2 (right). Solid curves are the energy gaps of armchair graphene
nanoribbons (AGNRs).16

Figure 1(a) shows the geometry of AGSLs employed in the
present work, which are composed of alternating arrangements
of graphene and graphane strips. Lattice vectors of AGSLs
(α 1 and α 2 ) and pure graphene (a1 and a2 ) are also shown in
Fig. 1. Here, the “chairlike” dual hydrogenation is considered
because this structure is shown to have a higher binding energy
than other hydrogenated graphene structures.29 As in graphene
nanoribbons (GNRs), the system size of AGSLs is represented
by the numbers of pure (NC ) and hydrogenated (NH ) carbon
dimers along α 2 in the unit cell. For instance, the AGSL in
Fig. 1 has (NH ,NC ) = (3,3).
We first compute the energy gaps (Eg ) of AGSLs as a
function of NC for different values of NH , shown in Fig. 1(b).
Because of the rectangular unit cell of AGSLs, the Dirac point
of pure graphene is mapped onto either the  point or two−→
thirds along the  → X direction (referred to as 2/3 X),
depending on the magnitude of α 1 . One might thus expect
that the conduction and valence band (VB) would meet at
these points. As can be seen, however, Eg always remains
nonzero regardless of the NH and NC values, which is in
contrast with recent effective Hamiltonian studies in which a
KP potential preserves the semimetallic nature of the graphene
and introduces extra Dirac points in the Brillouin zone.21,30
We also find a similar variation in the C-C dimer length,
dC , along α 2 within the graphene strip: dC is found to decrease
by 2.1 − 2.8% at the interface and quickly restores the C-C
bond length in graphene strips. This situation is very similar to
AGNRs, in which the C-C dimer length at the edge decreases
by 3.5% compared with that at the ribbon center. This reduction

leads to a 12% increase in the hopping parameter, which was
shown to play a critical role in opening the gap.16 These
observations indicate that the gap in AGSLs is the result of
the confinement effect due to the potential barrier from the
hydrogenated strips and structural relaxation at the interface
as well.
We note that the gap is categorized into three different
families, as in the case of AGNRs,15,16 as is clearly seen
from Fig. 1(b). For a fixed NH , the magnitude of Eg is well
ordered depending on the values of NC : Eg (NC = 3p + 1) >
Eg (NC = 3p) > Eg (NC = 3p + 2), where p are integers.
−β
Furthermore, Eg is well fitted with NC , where 0.74 < β <
0.90 depending on NH values. From Fig. 1(b), it is found that
Eg increases with NH for a given NC , due to wider potential
barriers provided by the graphane strip with larger NH values.
By computing Eg = Eg (NH = 4,5) − Eg (NH = 2,3), it is
found that, although there exist three different families in Eg ,
Eg remain close to each other among them, implying that
the confinement effect is very similar. This similarity in Eg
results in the relative increase in the gap of 14 and 6% on
average for NC = 3p and 3p + 1, respectively, whereas the
small gap makes Eg (NC = 3p + 2) for NH = 4,5 more than
doubled from those with NH = 2,3.
The variation in Eg with respect to NC can also be compared
with that of AGNRs. As is seen from Fig. 1(b), Eg of AGSLs
is close to the energy gap in AGNRs. For instance, Eg with
NC = 3p and 3p + 1 for NH = 2 and 3 is reduced from that of
AGNRs by 10 and 19% on average, respectively, whereas the
reduction is as large as 83% when NC = 3p + 2. However,
the difference is reduced by as low as 4, 14, and 50% for
NC = 3p, 3p + 1, and 3p + 2, respectively, in the case of
NH = 4 and 5, due to the wider potential barrier. The similarity
in Eg partly implies that the hydrogenated strips isolate
the graphene regions so that the electronic structure of the
latter resembles that of AGNRs. It should be noted, however,
that the periodic nature of the potential barrier significantly
differentiates AGSLs from AGNRs, as is discussed below.
In order to better understand the nature of these energy
gaps, we plot the band structures of the AGSLs in Fig. 2 for
selected (NH ,NC ) values. It is clear from Fig. 2 that the bands
in the  → Y direction are highly dispersive, whereas they
are quite flat along  → X. This implies a higher electrical
conductivity along than across the potential barrier, leading to
an anisotropic behavior in the transport properties.
Surprisingly, unlike AGNRs, in which both the conductionband minimum (CBM) and valence-band maximum (VBM)
occur at the  point in the Brillouin zone (BZ),16 the CBM
and VBM of AGSLs are located at either the  or X point
in the BZ, depending on the detailed superlattice geometry.
As previously mentioned, since the Dirac point of graphene is
−→
mapped onto either  or 2/3 X in AGSLs, the direct band gap
is expected around these points due to the confining potential.
This is exactly the case for even NH values, in which both
the VBM and CBM are at the same k point, as shown in Fig
2(a). When NH assumes odd values, however, indirect as well
as direct band gaps are obtained, as presented in Fig. 2(b).
With NH = 3, for instance, the VBM (CBM) occurs at the
X (), X (), and  (X) points when NC = 3p, 3p + 1, and
3p + 2, respectively, which is the same for NH = 7, whereas
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FIG. 2. Band structures of AGSLs for selected NC values with
(a) NH = 2 and (b) NH = 3. X = (π/|α 1 |,0) and Y = (0,π/|α 2 |).

direct gaps occur when NH = 5. We note that the difference
in the energy eigenvalues at the  and X points for NH = 9
becomes less than 1 meV due to the wide potential barrier,
making the dispersion along  → X flat, essentially resulting
in a set of AGNRs. It should be stressed that, while indirect
band gaps can be induced in AGNRs by applying an external
bias31 and in bilayer graphene through strain,32 the indirect
band gap in AGSLs is an intrinsic effect in the sense that no
external perturbation is required.
To understand the origin of the indirect gap in AGSLs for
odd NH values, we plot the real part of the wave function ψ at
the  (ψ ) and X point (ψX ) for (NH ,NC ) = (3,5) and (5,5) in
Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. In Figs. 3 and 4, the wave functions
VB
for both the top of the valence band (ψ,
X ) and bottom of the
CB
conduction band (ψ, X ) are presented. As is seen from both
figures, ψ, X is antisymmetric with respect to the reflection
plane Pρ , which is represented with the dotted line in the
figures. In fact, ψ, X becomes symmetric and antisymmetric
when NC = 4p − 1 and 4p + 1, respectively. This symmetry
property of ψ, X is the result of the reflection symmetry of
AGSLs for odd NH values.
We first note that the reflection σ with respect to Pρ is
a covering operation of the 2-D Hamiltonian of the AGSLs
(HAGSL ) when NH = 2p + 1: σ HAGSL = HAGSL σ . Thus,
if ψ, X is a nondegenerate eigenfunction of HAGSL , which
is indeed the case, it is easy to see that σ ψ = ±ψ . To
show the nondegeneracy of ψ , let us consider the space
group G of AGSLs, which is the same as the group of a k
vector at the  and X points. We find that G of the fully
relaxed superlattices consists of four elements: E (identity),
σ , i (inversion), and C2 (π rotation about the x axis). Since
each of these elements forms its own class, there are four
1-D irreducible representations of G, which only allows
nondegenerate eigenfunctions of HAGSL .
The symmetrized wave functions form different node
structures at the connection regions (the solid rectangles in
Figs. 3 and 4) between adjacent unit cells, depending on NH

FIG. 3. Isosurfaces of the real part of the wave function at the 
and X points with (NH ,NC ) = (3,5) for the (a) top of the valence band
(VB) and (b) bottom of the conduction band, respectively. Light and
dark gray surfaces are generated at +10 and −10% of the maximum
value, respectively. The dotted line and solid square represent the
plane for the reflection symmetry and the graphane region, where
wave functions from the adjacent cell are connected, respectively.

values. As is seen from Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), both ψ VB and ψ CB
for (NH ,NC ) = (3,5) have the same number of nodes Nn at
the  point, whereas Nn is reduced at the X point, leading
to a lowering of the kinetic energy. This change in Nn thus
places the VBM and CBM at the  and X points, respectively.
We also computed ψ for (NH ,NC ) = (3,7) and found that
Nn is increased at the X point, reversing the result with
(NH ,NC ) = (3,5): the VBM occurs at the X point, whereas
the CBM is at the  point.
The situation for NH = 5 is, however, in sharp contrast with
the above case, as depicted in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4(a), it is seen
that Nn is decreased going from the  to the X point in the
VB, which makes the  point the VBM. In contrast, ψCB has
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 with (NH ,NC ) = (5,5).
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a fewer number of nodes than ψXCB , implying that the energy
eigenvalue at the  point is smaller than that of the X point
in the CB and thus forming a direct band gap at the  point
for (NH ,NC ) = (5,5). The wave function with NC = 7 is also
examined, and it is found that Nn is larger (smaller) at the
X point in the VB (CB), resulting in the direct gap at the X
point.
In this work, we have performed first-principles studies
on the electronic structure of graphene/graphane superlattices
with armchair-type interfaces. Through separately varying the
widths of graphene and graphane strips, it was demonstrated
that the superlattices exhibit nonzero band gaps, which are
categorized into three different families depending on the strip
widths. We further showed that the gap of AGSLs becomes
indirect due to the reflection symmetry of the superlattice for
a particular set of graphane widths, which would lead to novel
optical properties. The appearance of the indirect gap is not
limited to armchair interfaces, and other KP-type superlattices
will also develop indirect gaps as long as the structure contains
a reflection symmetry.
While the gap in AGSLs arises from a combined effect
of quantum confinement and structural relaxation, the model
Hamiltonian in Ref. 16 is not directly applicable to AGSLs to
describe quantitative behavior of the gap in AGSLs. This is
because the Hamiltonian was developed for a system with a
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